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0:00
ERIC FRANCIS — Hi Bobby. Thank you. Christine Massey in Toronto has amassed 182 responses under
various freedom of information law requests from institutions, provincial state, and federal, national
governments which all say that no one has a sample of SARS CoV-2 taken from a human. Would you
please comment on that?
ROBERT F. KENNEDY — Yeah, I really am not qualified to comment but I… My inclination if there are
people who say the viruses don’t exist that there is no virus… I don’t, you know, my inclination is that,
um, that simply is not, you know, that’s not true.
0:50
I can’t argue with you, and I can’t um, you know, I actually, on our list there's a number of people who
make those kinds of aguments. And other people on the list serve... and these are all very brilliant
people ridicule them and dismiss them, and have them produce a lot of evidence.
1:11
And I am kind of amused reading the exchanges and my inclination is that the viruses do exist and they
do make people sick. I could be wrong. It could all be a big hoax, but to me, it all seems like, you know,
viruses are real, and um so, look, I should have just shut up from the beginning and say I'm not gonna
answer that question.
1:40
ERIC FRANCIS — The governments have said they don’t have a sample.
ROBERT F. KENNEDY — Uh um oh, you know what? I actually saw an exchange yesterday, where
somebody made that exact statement and then ten people jumped on him on with examples, of where
that's not true. Oh, the other thing is, I do know this, when you make a freedom of information request,
the freedom information laws do not require the government agency to do science, or to answer
specific questions, what they do is, the Freedom of Information Laws make it obligatory for the
government to give you existing documents. Oh if you are telling the government, “I want you to verify
these, there are documents," they say, listen there’s nothing to verify it. It doesn’t mean it’s not true. It
means they've got nothing, but listen…
02:41
Again, I am not a good a good per— I am not a scientist. I don’t pretend to be. I find those arguments
interesting. And there's a guy I um, in California, who I deeply respect, Tom Clowling [sic] who makes
those arguments and it really, the way he makes somebody (unintelligble) and also , it's not taken
seruiosly by a lot of other people, so I don’t…. Um oh… I can’t answer the question.

ERIC FRANCIS: Thank you.

